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LearningPoint
KPMG knowledge and expertise – at your convenience
KPMG LearningPoint offers a series of unique online learning programmes in a variety of topics covering governance,
risk, compliance and regulatory. Our curriculum comprises prepared learning modules as well as bespoke learning
interventions for our client organisations.
As well as providing a range of specialised courses, we can work with you to convert your existing, offline training
materials into dynamic eLearning modules. We can also help you to convert your internal policies and procedures into
online learning modules and provide the back-end administration to help you track completion of these modules
whether for internal or external compliance purposes.
Learn with the pros
Our curriculum draws on KPMG's deep
experience and is prepared by KPMG subject
matter experts. This ensures that you get access
to the most recent technical knowledge and
insights.
Professional content
The materials available on LearningPoint cover a
wide range of topics from Tax and Legal, to
Regulatory, IT, Finance and so much more.
Need CPD
Many of the courses available enable you to
qualify for CPD points. We give you the certificate
you need to prove your attendance and claim your
CPD points.
Capacity and Consistency
Achieve a great degree of coverage and ensure
that the message is communicated in a consistent
fashion. This results in all learners receiving the
same training.
Time and Money Savings
Reduce time away from the workplace, eliminate
the need for travel and remove the need for
classroom-based training.

Activity and ROI Measurements
Tracking learner progress is a piece-of-cake and
reporting on this activity is just as simple.
Flexible
Employees have the freedom to learn at their own
convenience and at a pace that is right for them.
Staff can be trained in remote locations and in a
consistent fashion as anyone receiving on-site
training.
Scalable price-plans
We have highly competitive price plans that
provide economies of scale as you grow your
learning. The more employees you enroll on a
course, the less you pay per person.
Integrated Billing
Students can be provided access through an
agreed and pre-paid contract or can pay for course
content using our integrated billing engine.
Host your own training
We can provide managed hosting for your own
eLearning materials too. Host your content
alongside the KPMG curriculum or get a dedicated
Learning Management System.
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